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Abstract

We present a new annotation tool, called MioGatto, to efficiently build large corpora for grounding math
formulae. While in documents in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, math identifiers
can be used in multiple meanings in a single document, corpora with annotated coreference relations
between identifiers are crucial for the grounding task. Using MioGatto, annotators can produce a list of
math concepts for each document, associate one of the math concepts with each occurrence of math
identifiers, and annotate the text span that is the source for grounding. In general, manual annotation of
coreference relations is a very tough task, but this tool is specialized for building grounding corpora
and can annotate them more efficiently than existing general-purpose annotation tools. The tool can be
obtained from https://github.com/wtsnjp/MioGatto.

1. Introduction
Recently, the authors have proposed a mathematical language processing (MLP) task called
grounding of formulae [1], which has both aspects of math description alignment [2] and
coreference analysis. In order to create a resource that can be used as training and evaluation
data for this grounding task, we need an annotation tool that can annotate (1) a description
label to each math identifier in formulae, and retain (2) information about coreference relations
between math identifiers. In addition, (3) spans of text that serve as sources of grounding,
i.e., natural language phrases that can be regarded as mathematical definitions and declarations,
need to be annotated (Figure 1). Not surprisingly, there is no existing tool that can efficiently
perform all such annotations simultaneously.
In order to efficiently create linguistic resources for the grounding tasks, we developed a
novel annotation tool that has all the necessary functions. The tool is named the Math Identifieroriented Grounding Annotation Tool (MioGatto). The core functionality of MioGatto is to
annotate each math identifier with a math concept and to annotate sources of grounding, where
a math concept is a description of an identifier with some extra information such as arity and
math type. It has a web-based graphical user interface (GUI) that allows users to efficiently
annotate math concepts and source of grounding with visual and intuitive operations (Figure 2;
details will be presented in Section 3). This GUI can be seen as a tool for visualizing the annotated
data, not just for information assignment. For example, in MioGatto, if an annotator mouses
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In general, the integral of a real-valued function 𝑓 (𝑥)
with respect to a real variable 𝑥 on an interval [𝑎, 𝑏] is
written as


∫

𝑏

𝑎

𝑓 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥.

(Definition of integral in Wikipedia)

Math Concepts
Description :
a real-valued function

Description :
a real variable

Math Type :
function

Math Type :
real number

Arity :
1

Arity :
0

Figure 1: Math concepts and sources of grounding. The example sentence is taken from Wikipedia1 .

over a math identifier that is annotated with a math concept, the corresponding description
pops up. In order to visualize a coreference relation, math identifiers referring to the same
math concept are decorated with the same color. Sources of grounding are also highlighted
in the same color as the corresponding math concept. It has been shown that this kind of
complementary information to formulae can indeed help a reader understand the content of
scientific papers [3]. During the development of the annotation tool, we will continuously
discuss how to visualize annotated data. The findings will guide the development of a GUI that
will be useful in supporting readers of the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) literature in the future.
Linguistic resources containing math formulae annotated with rich information are the cornerstone for developing various MLP techniques, such as mathematical objects of interest (MOI)
analysis [4], math information retrieval (MathIR), and formula search. In natural language
processing (NLP), language resources that contain plenty of texts annotated with rich additional
information are important for learning and evaluating statistical models. Specifically, information such as parts-of-speech, dependency structures, and coreference relations is required
at the word, phrase, and sentence levels. Similar information including part-of-math tags [5],
1
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math types [6], dependency structures, and coreference relations at symbol and formula levels
is useful for MLP. A key contribution of our tool is to build such a large corpus that will help
advance the MLP technology.
Generally speaking, a large amount of time and economic cost is required to add such
annotation information manually. Especially when annotating formulae, one needs to ask
experts from various STEM disciplines who do not necessarily have a linguistic background.
Therefore, in order to build a large amount of annotated formulae with high accuracy, it is crucial
to have an efficient annotation tool that is easy enough to be used. Within the field of NLP,
annotation tools have been developed that are easy and efficient to use for a range of purposes
and tasks, e.g., brat [7] and WebAnno [8]. Some of these tools claim to be general-purpose, and
if they are general enough, they can be applied to annotate math formulae as well. There are
also a small number of tools that are specialized for annotating STEM documents, e.g., KAT [9].
Nevertheless, compared to the wide variety of annotation tools for creating corpora for NLP, the
choice of tools that can add linguistic annotations to math formulae is very limited. Especially,
it is impractical to annotate coreference relations on a large scale without using a tool with
dedicated features. MioGatto is a tool that addresses this problem.

2. Related Work
There is commercial software available for the general public, which provide basic annotation
functionality, such as adding free-text annotations or highlighting text spans in documents,
e.g., Adobe Acrobat2 for PDF documents and hypothes.is3 for web pages. However, they are
not designed to create linguistic resources, and do not support the annotations necessary for
language processing, such as dependencies and coreference relations between words. Therefore,
many specialized tools have been developed to efficiently create annotated corpora [11, 12, 7,
13, 14, 15], and these tools are preferred to be used to build language resources. These tools
typically support the annotation of two main types of information: text spans and relations
between regular text spans. The ability to label text spans with part-of-speech tags and whether
they are proper expressions or not is also common. Most of these annotation tools accept XML
or other text data as input, but there are also tools, e.g., PDFAnno [14], that can annotate PDFs
directly. Such a tool is useful for scientific papers, where it is difficult to distinguish tables,
equations, footnotes, etc., from the main text.
Since building an annotated corpus is a time-consuming and laborious task, the efficiency is
important, and some tools are designed to build large corpora at a high speed. For example,
WebAnno [13] has extensive functionalities for project and user management, which makes it
easy for multiple annotators to work together. There is also research that attempts to make
the annotation more efficient by focusing on specific types of annotations. SACR [15] is a
specialized tool for annotating coreference relations, which compares multiple annotation UIs
and adopts the most efficient one in its design.
In general, annotation tools for creating linguistic resources naturally annotate words, phrases,
and sentences, and do not have special support for math formulae. In some cases, features
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for text-span annotation can be used to annotate math formulae. However, structures such
as superscripts, subscripts, and operators in formulae do not exist in natural language, and
the functions that assume such structures can be used for more efficient annotation. A small
number of tools were developed that specialize in annotating STEM literature with math
formulae. KAT [9] is a web-based annotation tool that is specialized for annotating STEM
documents. This tool allows annotators to effectively add attributes for the OMDoc format [16]
to the STEM documents. Its annotation output is expressed in RDF, and thus can be used
in a universal way. AnnoMathTeX [17, 18] is another annotation tool that specializes in
annotating math identifiers. The tool takes either a Wikitext or a LATEX document as input

Figure 2: The screen of MioGatto. This is a captured image of annotating an arXiv paper in the field
of machine learning [10]. The basic annotation operations, such as selecting the math concept that
each identifier refers to, are performed in a sidebar on the right. Each occurrence of an identifier is
colored according to the annotated math concept. In other words, identifiers with the same color have a
coreference relation. Grounding sources are also highlighted in colors that correspond to math concepts
associated with them. When the mouse is over an annotated occurrence, the tooltip with the description
of the corresponding math concept is shown.

and annotates formulae in LATEX syntax rather than the rendered result. Notably, the tool
has the ability to recommend candidate math concepts to annotate for each identifier based
on four resources (arXiv, Wikipedia, Wikidata, and the surrounding text). MioGatto treats
all annotations as local annotations, assuming that the meanings of math identifiers change
frequently within a document, while AnnoMathTeX treats them as document-global annotations
unless a ‘local’ option is specified. This allows efficient annotation of documents whose meanings
of identifiers do not change frequently. All these tools have been developed with different
tasks and philosophies in mind. Since manual annotation is an arduous task, it is desirable to
use a dedicated tool for efficient corpus building, and thus we needed one that is aimed at the
formulae grounding task.

3. MioGatto: the Annotation Tool
Math Identifier-oriented Grounding Annotation Tool (Figure 2) is a tool specialized for annotating math identifiers. It is open source software and distributed under the terms of the MIT
license. It was developed to construct a dataset for solving the grounding task for math formulae.
It also has the ability to annotate text spans to aid in automating grounding of formulae, but
unlike KAT, it does not aim to annotate the structure of all elements in a STEM document.
The goal of the grounding task is to disambiguate the meaning of math identifiers in a document, as an identifier can have multiple meanings in a document and its scope is ambiguous [1].
The existence of ambiguity in the meaning of an identifier in a document means that two
occurrences of an identifier in a document may or may not refer to the same math concept.
Therefore, in the training and evaluation data for the grounding task, the coreference relation of
all occurrences of identifiers must be made explicit. An annotation tool such as those that give a
free-text description to each identifier is not appropriate for this purpose. Since a math concept
can be represented by many different natural language texts, extracting coreference relations
from such annotated data would require solving the difficult task of determining whether two
descriptions represent the same math concept. It is not efficient for a human annotator to
carefully annotate every occurrence of an identifier referring to the same math concept with
exactly the same description.
Instead of giving a free-text description directly to each occurrence of an identifier, MioGatto
associates each occurrence with an item in a pre-defined list of math concepts. Therefore,
it is easy to see that occurrences of identifiers associated with the same math concept have
a coreference relationship. We call the pre-defined list of math concepts the math concept
dictionary. The dictionary is not a global ontology, but a document-specific one. Apart from the
description of a math concept, each dictionary item can have several additional attributes, such
as arity, math type, and notation usage patterns (i.e., information whether the identifier is used
with other tokens such as superscripts or independently). Moreover, annotators can register text
spans that are useful in identifying math concepts, which are referred to by math identifiers as
sources of grounding. Most sources of grounding collected in this way correspond to definitions
and declarations. In the future, we intend to use the sources of grounding to automatically
extract them and dynamically generate a math concept dictionary for each document.

Figure 4: The button to add a source of grounding.
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Figure 3: A dialog to add a math concept. Figure 5: The architecture of MioGatto.

3.1. User Interface and Annotation Procedure
Any annotation supported by MioGatto can be done by performing intuitive operations on a
web browser, without having any expertise in constructing language resources. Figure 2 shows
a basic screen on MioGatto. The left side is the body of the academic paper to be annotated, and
the right side is the sidebar for the MioGatto operation. Annotators can select the identifiers
and text spans they want to annotate, while reading the article shown on the left. Annotators
can then add the necessary information to the document by manipulating the boxes in the
sidebar and the dialogs that appear as appropriate.
The annotator must first select one occurrence of a math identifier for each annotation. On
the occurrence that is selected, a pointer is shown in a document shown on the left side, and the
“Concept” box on the right sidebar shows the information and buttons necessary to annotate
the occurrence (in Figure 2, the occurrence of identifier 𝒟 in the first line of Subsection III-A
is selected). In this state, one can either select the concept to which the occurrence refers
from the list of math concepts displayed in the “Concept” box (if any in the dictionary), or
create a new math concept in the dictionary. When an annotator chooses to add a new math
concept, the dialog pops up with a web form to enter the required information (Figure 3). In
this form, the annotator will be asked to input information such as a free-text description
and arity. Once an occurrence of a math identifier is annotated with a math concept, the
concept’s information, most notably the description, is displayed as a tooltip when an annotator
mouse over an occurrence. In addition, the annotated occurrences are colored according to the
corresponding math concept, so that the coreference relation is visible to annotators.
MioGatto can also be used to annotate sources of grounding, text spans that are the basis
for the grounding. After selecting a math identifier that a math concept has already been
annotated, dragging the appropriate text span to select it will display a button for adding the
source (Figure 4). If the annotator clicked the button, the text span will be associated with the
math concept corresponding to the selected occurrence of the identifier. Most of the sources

annotated in this way correspond to definitions or declarations in mathematical terms. Within
papers in mathematics, the sources are often fixed phrases, such as “Let 𝑥 be something”, whereas
in the engineering literature, they are often simply apposition nouns. In the latter case, there is
no one-to-one relation between math concepts and the sources of grounding, since the sources
corresponding to the same math concept appear many times within the same document. Hence
the annotation scheme allows annotators to annotate an arbitrary number of sources for a math
concept. Similar to the occurrences of math identifiers, the text spans annotated as sources of
grounding are highlighted in the color corresponding to the math concept associated with them.

3.2. Architecture and Implementation
MioGatto is a web-based annotation tool, and its entire implementation makes use of a variety
of web standard technologies. The input of MioGatto is XHTML documents converted by
LATEXML [19] from LATEX sources. To be more specific, the input must have the same additional
information as the XHTML contained in the arXMLiv dataset [20, 21, 22]. In XHTML generated
in this way, math formulae are written in MathML format [23], which stores more structural
information inside formulae than mere image data. In order to make use of MathML, a browser
that supports MathML rendering needs to be used. Firefox4 supports MathML among the major
browsers today. Each math identifier, i.e., <mi> element, has a unique ID in the input XHTML,
and a MioGatto annotation is associated with the ID of the math identifier. The annotation
information is saved and output in JSON format. For the detailed specification of the output
JSON, please refer to the bundled documentation5 .
MioGatto employs a simple server-client model in terms of implementation. Figure 5 shows
the architecture of MioGatto in brief. The server, implemented in Python, loads the input
XHTML and stores the annotation data in JSON format. It also performs a simple preprocessing
to display the input and validate the annotation data before storing them. In contrast, the client,
implemented in TypeScript, is only responsible for handling UI. Such an architecture naturally
scales up in the future, where a single central server will manage the annotation data and many
annotators will annotate concurrently via the Internet.

4. Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper, we presented MioGatto, a dedicated tool for building datasets for the grounding
task. For each occurrence of an identifier, a math concept can be annotated, and the textual
spans of the sources of grounding can also be associated with the math concept. Compared to
other tools dedicated to MLP, MioGatto is unique in its ability to associate math concepts with
additional information such as arity and sources of grounding. This tool is also distinctive in
that it assumes that the meaning of an identifier switches frequently; we have used an early
version of this tool to annotate 937 math identifier occurrences for a scientific paper, and have
found that semantic transitions do indeed occur frequently [1]. All the existing data we built
are available from the SIGMathLing repository6 .
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We are now using MioGatto to annotate STEM documents with annotators from a range of
disciplines, including information science, algebra, logic, and physics. Once we have a sufficient
amount of identifier annotations with clear coreference relations, we begin to automate the
process of the grounding task. We will continue to improve MioGatto so that it can be used by
experts across a variety of domains to build the annotated dataset more efficiently. MioGatto
will have a review mode so that discrepancies between annotators can be clearly shown with
the GUI. It would also be valuable if comments can be added to the annotations, so that multiple
annotators can discuss which annotation is better. Output format standardization should also be
considered. We also obtain specific feedback from the annotators and verify that the annotated
information helps the reader to read academic papers. In addition, we will explore how to
display such additional information more effectively.
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